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Do not exert force on boxes or stacked trays. 
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Do not lift up the bundled trays from the box by pulling the tightening straps. 
Lift the bundled trays with both hands. 
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When you cut a tightening strap, use an edged tool or scissors. 
Do not remove the tightening strap by strength without a cutting tool. 
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Lift each tray with both hands. 
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Each tray has one index corner out of its four corners.
Samsung recommends that the indexes be in the same direction when
stacking trays.
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Samsung recommends not exerting force on SSD products when placing them. 

No Push
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Do not grip products together.
Do not pile up products together.
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Samsung recommends holding the edge of the PCB of the SSD. 
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SSD are delicate, and could be damaged by a fall. 
If you drop an SSD, solder joints may crack. 
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Be careful when holding and inserting an SSD into a system. 
Hold the SSD by the middle-edge with care. 

<pro 13 insert – step 1> <pro 13 insert – step 2>
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Examples of improper SSD insertion


